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August Campers

Claudia P., Spain
1

My favourite part of camp is ...
English class with Ms. Katie and cooking and baking.
 Gisele R., UK
swimming lessons and free time.
 Adrian de la J., Spain
playing soccer and my favourite food is pizza.
 William O., USA
shopping in Thun.

I love JFK because ...
it is the best camp and we do awesome stuff!
 Julie M., Ireland
we play alot of games and we learn a lot of English.
 Claudia P., Spain
it is very fun, I like the counselors and hiking.
 Jimena Ruiz de V., Spain

IT’S FUN!



July Memories
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August Memories
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JFK Van 
Winding, rolling, hilly road,
It’s time to deliver my precious load.
Swimming, biking, classes and sports,
Back to camp, they forgot swim shorts.
Blaring music and roundabouts,
“JFK rules” we hear them shout.
Time for overnight: “Get going!”, “We’re trying!”
Everyone wave to Mr.Brian.
Load with luggage, children and seats,
To the airport! Until the next time we meet.
  Mr. Dan, Canada

Interest Groups
In the J.F.K. there are interest groups.  There’s lots of 
activities like mountain-biking, rock-climbing, sports 
and games and lots of others.  In rock-climbing, the first 
day you go in the garden and then we go to a harder 
rock.  Now I’m going to tell you some interesting things 
about summer camp.  On Saturday we go shopping.  We 
go to Lausanne and Gstaad, after we finish we come 
back and watch a movie.  
   Alessio A., Italy

This summer I chose mountain shredding (mountain 
biking) and my teachers were Mr. Glenn, Ms. Jordana 
and Ms. Amber. They were all very good bikers.  With 
our group we went to the ‘Juga’ bike park. We did time 
trials on a track with a lot of cool jumps and I finished it 
in 30 seconds. I was the best biker after the teachers. We 
also set up a video of us biking. Mountain shredding is 
my favorite interest group!
   Gabriel A., USA/France

Pool Party
Yesterday was a very special day.  We had a pool party!  
At the pool party I was with my counselors and with my 
friends.  When we arrived at the swimming pool I saw 
my friend at the water slide.  We went together and had 
a lot of fun.  We ate hamburgers and chips and very little 
salad.   After dinner we went in the baby pool and had 
fun.  Then I sat with Lucia and Christina on the floor 
and talked.  
   Eri M., Greece 

Hiking on a Mountain
I hiked on a mountain.
I drank from a fountain.
I played with some snow,
but I had to go.
We walked on some trails,
We found lots of snails.
  Domenico M., Italy

I go to JFK 
4 square we play.
When we go to Gstaad
the locals applaud.
We spend pocket money
when the weather is sunny.
English class feels so long
thanks goodness for 
ping-pong.
Oh how I love 4 Square,
Oops, I mean JFK!  

Great Excursions

Exciting Interest Groups

Fantastic Hikes
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